INTRODUCTION

Clinically Isolated Syndrome
The clinically isolated syndrome (CIS) is a condition defined as a more than 24 hours lasting episode of sudden performance restriction in neuronal systems that occurs at one or more functional areas of the central nervous system (CNS) (Krupp et al. 2007; Krupp et al. 2013; Miller et al. 2005a) . Caused by an acute inflammatory demyelinating event, approximately 85 % of all patients that subsequently develop multiple sclerosis (MS) exhibit this initial clinical presentation . In many CIS patients conventional magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) reveals multifocal white matter (WM)
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The relationship between conventional brain MRI features and the short-term risk of CIS patients developing definite MS has been assessed by several studies. Korteweg and colleagues collaboratively studied a large cohort of patients with CIS focusing on WM lesions and the evidence for dissemination in space. They found a conversion rate of 45 %, with a more than four times increased relative risk of conversion in patients with an abnormal MRI versus patients with no initial WM lesions (10 %), after 2 years follow-up (Korteweg et al. 2007) . Further CIS cohort studies spanning 7 through 20 years of follow-up investigated the long-term risk of MS development and found conversion rates of 65 -80 % for patients with an abnormal conventional MRI and 8 -20 % for those with an inconspicuous baseline MRI (Tintore et al. 2006; Fisniku et al. 2008 ). However, in CIS patients with initial multifocal clinical symptom presentation the abnormal MRI did not stratify the risk for clinically definite disease conversion (Nielsen et al. 2009 ).
The limited predictive value of conventional MRI disease surrogates in CIS and early MS is assumed to originate both from a limited sensitivity for subtle non-lesional tissue changes and from a severely limited specificity for pathologic substrates. It is known, for example, that demyelination, one of the hallmarks of MS neuropathology, is not directly depicted by conventional MRI (Cicarelli et al. 2000) .
On the contrary, a variety of quantitative MRI techniques have found subtle abnormalities beyond WM lesions in otherwise normal appearing brain tissue (see overview by (Miller et al. 2005b) ). We were therefore motivated in this study to apply quantitative myelin imaging in a population of CIS patients and matched controls, testing its value for predicting MS conversion.
Myelin Imaging
Multicomponent Relaxation
Magnetic resonance myelin imaging using multicomponent relaxation imaging (MCRI) has become a valuable tool for exploring tissue-specific differences in demyelinating disorders. Early work in MS was based on multi-echo spin-echo measurements which were then subjected to multi-component T2 analysis (T2-MCRI), allowing the water signal of WM to be separated into three components: (1) a long T2 component (~2 s) derived from cerebrospinal fluid, (2) an intermediate component (~100 ms) arising from intracellular and extracellular water, and (3) a short T2 component (~20 ms) originating from water trapped between the myelin bilayers, the so-called myelin water (Whittall et al. 1997 ). The relative volume fraction for myelin water for each voxel was termed myelin water fraction (MWF) (Laule et al. 2007 ). This term was adopted by other MRI techniques of myelin water measurement.
mcDESPOT
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To overcome T2-MCRI restrictions in brain coverage and acquisition speed for clinical research, alternative techniques have been developed to provide rapid and comprehensive CNS coverage. The most promising alternative to the established T2-multiecho approach is the multicomponent driven equilibrium single pulse observation of T1 and T2 (mcDESPOT) . Although the correspondence is subject to ongoing research the MWF derived from mcDESPOT most closely resembles T2-MCRI derived MWF with strong correlations between values in WM, including in MS and postmortem tissue and reveals a distribution peaked around 0.23 within adult healthy control WM (Kitzler et al. 2012 ).
We found earlier that normalized myelin water content from MS T2 lesions through WM not affected by lesions distinguished CIS patients from healthy controls. In this precedent single time point study we compared regional MWF in relapsing-remitting, secondary and primary progressive MS patients with CIS. We introduced the voxel-based measure of deficient MWF volume fraction (DVF) derived from WM regions by dividing by the corresponding region volume. Measured in normal appearing WM this quantity discriminated CIS patients from healthy controls and discriminated relapsingremitting from secondary-progressive patients. We concluded that this measure may sense early disease-related myelin loss and important transitions from CIS to definite and further progressive disease (Kitzler et al. 2012) .
For this present study we hypothesize that myelin measures in CIS would predict the conversion to MS and thus define CIS patients at risk for definite disease development. However, within our initial comparison of different MS courses, the CIS sub-cohort was recruited without attention to the interval between initial diagnosis and MRI (Kitzler et al. 2012) . Since this may have introduced a significant bias in terms of testing the correlation between myelin water measures and disease development, we designed the present study with attention to this time interval, and with the following goals: (1) to reproduce the important finding of very early myelin loss in CIS and (2) to study the predictive ability of various myelin water measures in relation to MS conversion.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Recruitment and Data Acquisition
A total of sixteen individuals classified as CIS were recruited immediately after diagnosis. The local
Medical Ethics Review Committee of the Dresden University Hospital approved the recruitment plan and the study protocol. All patients and healthy controls provided written informed consent. Two patients were lost due to drop out after the initial MRI. The median age of the remaining group (n = 14) was 32 years with a male/female ratio of 6/8. Ten patients converted to clinically definite MS before the end of the study period. Six patients started disease-modifying treatment with Copaxone
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Page 5 of 23 during the study. The healthy control group of 21 subjects had a median age of 31 years and a male/female ratio of 7/14 (see Table 1 for further details of both groups). 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11, 13, 18] °; trueFISP: TE / TR = 1.71 / 3.42 ms, α = [9, 14, 19, 24, 28, 34, 41, 51, 60] °. Since the B1 inhomogeneity is very small for 1.5 T it was neglected. The total mcDESPOT acquisition time (TA) was ~13 min. A T1 weighted anatomical reference scan (2D-T1 spin echo: TE/TR = 12/500 ms, FOV = 22 cm, matrix = 256 x 256, slice thickness = 3 mm, TA = 6:30 min) and a 3D spatially resolved fluid-attenuated inversion recovery (3D-FLAIR) sequence (TE/TR= 353/6000 ms, TI = 2200 ms,
CIS Subjects
MRI Acquisition and Processing
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Page 6 of 23 FOV = 22 x 22 cm, image matrix = 256 x 210, slice thickness = 1 mm, TA = 5:50 min) with wholebrain coverage to identify lesions were acquired.
MRI Data Processing
Multicomponent Relaxation Data Processing
Data post-processing was executed by sets of python scripts to automate the FMRIB Software Library (FSL). First brain extraction was performed (Jenkinson et al. 2005) , followed by an intra-subject linear co-registration using FLIRT (Smith et al.) with 12 degrees of freedom to a selected target (SPGR image α = 18°) and down sampling to a 160 x 160 x 96 resolution to reduce processing time and achieve isotropic voxel size. The registered series were fitted to the mcDESPOT algorithm to estimate the two-compartment model parameters of tissue water distribution for 1.5 T data (Deoni et al. 2008) . The MWF maps of both patients and healthy controls were non-linearly registered to the MNI152 1 mm 3 isotropic resolution standard brain space (International Consortium for Brain Mapping standard template) using the FSL v5.0 tools FLIRT and FNIRT (Jenkinson and Smith 2001; Jenkinson et al. 2002; Greve and Fischl 2009) . FLIRT with 12 degrees of freedom yielded the initial affine guess for FNIRT, which was run with the predefined configuration "T1_2_MNI152_2mm.cnf"
provided by FSL and a warp resolution of 8, 8, 8 mm for every stage. The resulting warps were then used with the 1mm^3 isotropic template. Subsequently z-scores were calculated based on the MWF healthy control data value distribution (Kitzler et al. 2012 ).
The resulting z-score maps were re-warped into the native subject space and a threshold of z ≤ -4 (p < 0.00003) was applied to discriminate deficient MWF voxels. The same very conservative threshold was used as in our previous study to allow quantification of differences with sufficient specificity with respect to short-term MWF changes. Those deficient MWF voxels were added up to the deficient MWF volume (DV) for each tissue region (see next sub-section for further details). Finally dividing DV by the respective region volume produced the deficient MWF volume fraction (DVF) as an intersubject comparative computation of normalized myelin deficiency for each tissue region.
Brain Matter Region Segmentation and Volume Estimation
Conventional MRI data were used to segment brain tissue regions and WM pathology. By means of the Statistical Parametric Mapping software package (SPM8; Wellcome Department of Imaging Neuroscience, UCL, London, UK) T1-weighted SE data was segmented into grey matter (GM) and
WM (Ashburner and Friston 2005) . The resulting probability maps were converted into binary masks by applying a threshold of 0.5 and a median filter with a 3 x 3 x 3 voxel kernel to reduce noise-related errors. An experienced radiologist (HHK) edited the resulting WM masks. Voxels below the pons
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Special care was taken to fill in lesions in WM masks and to eliminate areas in the proximity of ventricular cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) spaces and GM to avoid partial volume effects. Registering every subsequent time-point of T1, FLAIR and mcDESPOT data to the baseline T1 scan enabled efficient longitudinal analysis and reduced additional tissue mask editing bias. intensity between focal lesions and WM (Fazekas et al. 1999) were segmented by thresholding the edited T2L maps at z > 2. Every 3D region of the resulting masks without intersection to a previously defined T2L segmentation was discarded with the aid of MATLAB (Kitzler et al. 2012 ). The DAWM mask was generated by finally subtracting the T2L segmentation from the latter result (see Fig. 1C ).
At last, the normal appearing white matter (NAWM) tissue mask was calculated by subtracting both diffusely abnormal WM and T2 lesion segmentation results from the overall segmented WM (NAWM = WM -DAWM -T2L) (see Fig. 1D ).
Mean MWF values and the normalized DVF measures were determined for every individual total WM and the segmented WM regions in patients and the WM of the healthy controls. The segmented
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Complementary brain matter volume estimation was done using SIENAX as part of FSL (Smith et al. 2004 ) to avoid rater bias in the segmentation and to ensure consistency in volume estimation. After brain extraction and affine registration to the MNI152 space (see 2.3.1) the achieved volumetric scaling factor was applied as normalization for individual head size. Finally the total brain parenchyma volume and volume estimates of WM, central and peripheral GM and CSF were retrieved by tissue-type segmentation with partial volume estimation (Zhang et al. 2001 ).
Statistical Methods
For two-group comparison the non-parametric Mann-Whitney U-test was used. Time course data were analyzed using linear mixed models where random effects adjust for the repeated measures on subject and brain region level. We adjusted P-values for multiple comparisons at different time points within a brain sub-region. Correlations between repeated measures (like between DVF and MSFC) were estimated via a generalized least squares regression model that corrects for mean changes over time and that allows for separate variance for each variable. Univariate prediction models relating to the MS-conversion status were built by means of an optimal cutoff that yielded best sensitivity and specificity (Youden Index). The performances of these classifiers were assessed via receiver-operating characteristic (ROC) curves and their area under the curve (AUC), which measures the predictor's ability to discriminate between the two MS-conversion states. To avoid overfitting, the AUC values were calculated using regular bootstrap, i.e. the respective classifier was repeatedly (B = 1500 bootstrap samples) built on the data set after re-sampling with replacement and evaluated on the remaining cases that were not re-sampled.
We analyzed the variation of repeated myelin measures within subjects per brain region. The applied linear mixed model portioned the total variance of observations into intra-subject variance and between-subject variance after adjusting for fixed time effects. Further, the intra-class correlation coefficient (ICC), i.e. the between-subject variance relative to the total variance was used to estimate the correlation of repeated measurements in a brain region of the same subject (see 3.1.3).
All statistical calculations were performed utilizing R 3.4.1.
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White Matter Myelination Assessment
Total White Matter Measurements in CIS and Healthy Controls
The median total WM MWF demonstrated no significant difference between CIS patients and healthy controls. In contrast the median DVF was significantly increased in CIS patients compared to healthy controls (0.3977 % vs. 0.0023 %; Mann-Whitney U-test with continuity correction, p < 0.001, see Fig.   2 ).
Regional White Matter Myelination Measurements
Remarkable differences in MWF and DVF were observed between the NAWM, DAWM and T2L regions for both MWF and DVF (Tab. 2 and Fig. 3 
Longitudinal Regional Myelination Observations
We investigated the longitudinal change of myelin measures in the CIS patients within the 12-month study period at four time points (see Fig. 3 ). According to the applied linear mixed model, there was no time point that showed a significant mean change in MWF at any specific tissue region. With respect to DVF, we observed a significant mean increase at the last time point in NAWM. In T2L interestingly, the last two time points showed significant lower mean DVF values compared to the first two time points.
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Myelination and Outcome Measures
The median baseline EDSS of 1.5 remained unchanged at one year follow up (Wilcoxon signed rank test; p = 0.389). The mean MSFC score revealed a minor but continuing increase of 0.23 per 12 months (p = 0.0015) during the study period. Both clinical scores were negatively correlated across time (r = -0.47, p=0.013) (see Tab. 4) in accordance with their opposite orientation. 
Baseline
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The estimated correlations between EDSS and MSFC and respective MWF and DVF within the pathologic WM regions of patients were evaluated and revealed the strongest correlation between DVF in DAWM with MSFC (r=0.314, p=0.022) and inversely the EDSS (r=-0.484, p=0.006) again in counter-intuitive direction.
Myelination and Inflammatory Activity
Regional myelination measurements were subsequently tested for their association with conventional MRI characteristics of inflammatory activity by dichotomizing the patient group at each time point into those of present or absent blood-brain-barrier (BBB) disruption, i.e. focal Gadolinium enhancing WM lesions. Using a linear mixed model, we estimated the effect of proportion of inflammatory MRI activity (gadolinium enhancement) on MWF and DVF. Changing a patient from never inflammatory active to always inflammatory active was associated on average with a non-significant decrease by 0.022 in MWF in WM lesions (T2L) (p = 0.1278), while DVF significantly increased by 26.86 in T2L (p = 0.0054). All other region did not reveal significant effects.
Myelination and MS Conversion
We dichotomized the CIS patient group retrospectively into those that converted into clinically definite MS based on current clinical diagnostic criteria at 9 months follow-up (10 out of 16).
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MWF DVF [%] Volume [mm 3 ]
GM ---13092.39 (p = 0.463)
Total WM --17604.49 (p = 0.343)
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Page 15 of 23 NAWM 0.001 (p = 0.919) -0.025 (p = 0.996) -DAWM -0.013 (p = 0.144) 5.759 (p = 0.267) -T2L -0.018 (p = 0.051) 18.354 (p = 0.002) - In CIS patients, neither total GM nor total WM volume measurement revealed significant changes across time-points during 12 months follow-up. Total GM or WM volume changes did also not distinguish the MS converters from non-converters (see Tab. 5).
While MS converters revealed a higher median T2 lesion load (p = 0.0048) hardly any effect of T2 lesion load on MWF measures was noted. However, in the T2L region, we estimated a significant average increase of 3.341% in DVF when the T2 lesion load was increased by 10 lesions.
Predicting MS Conversion by Means of Baseline Myelination
We explored different baseline variables as classifiers to discriminate subjects achieving the condition of clinically definite MS. The ideal case would allow predicting MS-conversion by a clear decision rule based on short-term preceding and only few measurements. We therefore estimated optimal cutoff values (Youden Index) for each baseline predictor and assessed its discrimination ability via its bootstrapped AUC value.
In any WM region of CIS patients, lower values of MWF and higher values of DVF were associated with a higher incidence of conversion to definite MS. However, the best performing baseline variables were (1) MWF in T2L, (2) DVF in T2L and (3) conventional WM T2 lesion load. The relationship of these MRI measures and the incidence of conversion to definite MS are given as conditional density plots in Fig. 6 . Since MWF and DVF represent antidromic values both plots illustrate the following relationships: The lower the T2L mean MWF, the higher the risk to convert, and, the higher the T2L DVF the higher the risk to convert. In addition, the higher the T2L load the higher the risk to convert.
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bootstrapped AUC values were 0.70 for MWF in T2L, 0.91 for DVF in T2L and 0.78 for lesion load.
DISCUSSION
In this study the voxel-based myelination measure DVF and its related mean MWF in CIS patient WM lesions were found promising risk factors for the development of clinical definite MS. An earlier single time-point observation already found DVF and MWF to be significantly different in both WM lesions and NAWM in CIS patients compared to healthy controls (Kitzler et al. 2012) . Hereby the discrimination of CIS from healthy controls was confirmed within the first 12 months since symptom onset. In extension of our previous study the main intention was to follow early regional myelin deficiency in CIS. The proposed analysis pipeline was therefore extended to a longitudinal analysis.
Regarding the development of clinical MS, our analysis first reproduced the known relationship that the higher the WM lesion load in CIS (Kuhle et al. 2015) , the higher the risk to convert to definite MS. Long-term follow-up studies revealed the importance of the burden of T2 lesions at CIS diagnosis for the subsequent MS course and clinical development (Fisniku et al. 2008) . However, such conventional MRI measures did not provide short-term risk assessments for those to convert from CIS to MS.
White matter lesion myelination increased the CIS short-term risk to convert to MS
We found that the lower the mean MWF, and the higher the DVF in WM lesions, the higher the shortterm risk to convert to MS. Given the known predominant inflammatory demyelination in CIS and early MS (Charil and Filippi 2007) , the finding that myelin deficiency determines the risk of conversion to definite disease did not come by surprise. However, the significance of focal myelin
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We found AUC close to 1 for the prediction model that used DVF in WM lesions, implying that discrimination between converters and non-converters was possible, at least in this training sample. A limitation of our analysis was the estimation of the optimal cutoff value, since precise cutoff estimation usually requires a large patient number and a more robust performance estimation remains to be done in a greater patient cohort.
Different degrees of individual myelin deficiency found in WM lesions in early MS
In WM lesions and DAWM the variability of MWF and its normalized DVF within an individual patient (intra-patient variability over the study period) was minor compared to the variability between patients (intra-patient variability)(see Tab.3 
Myelin deficiency involved perilesional diffusely abnormal white matter in early MS converters
As a matter of fact MS converters within this cohort had on average lower values of MWF and a higher DVF even in DAWM what may support the assumption of in vivo detectable non-focal spread of demyelinating activity. In this respect, the occurrence of an isolated neurological symptom may be a consequence of a time-variant occurrence of lesions in eloquent areas. Assuming different degrees of disease progress at onset in individual patients the extensiveness of in vivo measurable myelin deficiency at the first diagnostic imaging may be tremendously different.
Nevertheless, this study accentuates the importance of WM lesion demyelination in early MS. In particular DVF in WM lesions here was sensitive against inflammatory activity of patients in a repeated measure analysis. Hence, there is evidence to suggest valuable additional information hidden within WM lesions. We presume substantial variation of myelination within this hereby cumulatively analyzed lesion VOI. However, novel post-processing techniques are necessary to comprehend such individual lesion myelination differences.
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Clinical Multiple Sclerosis scores did not correlate with regional myelin deficiency
The clinical scores (EDSS, MSFC) available in this cohort in the first year after diagnosis did not correlate with the myelin imaging parameters. This may be a result of this rather small cohort or more likely due to our very early recruitment. Further limiting, the EDSS was only collected at baseline and month 12, missing the in between time points when subjects may have converted to definite MS.
This finding is contrasted by our previous results where patients with long-standing CIS in fact revealed a correlation with the EDSS (Kitzler et al. 2012 ). However, other quantitative but limited myelin-specific techniques like MTI have also revealed a correlation between MTR values in WM lesions and clinical disability but in established MS (Amann et al. 2015) . Alternatively the nonsignificant correlation between the tested novel markers and the clinical scores and unanticipated direction of their association may be attributed to functional compensation in CIS and early stages of MS regardless of tissue destruction comparable with findings of other groups (Uher et al. 2014 ).
Since the early MS course is predominantly determined by inflammatory demyelination (Brück and Stadelmann 2003) one of the major restrictions of conventional MRI is its limitation to specifically reflect this direct disease effect. Other more specialized imaging approaches, e.g., the location of WM lesions (Giorgio et al. 2013) or immunological markers, e.g. the levels of serum interleukin-8 (Rossi et al. 2015) have therefore been probed for their correlation to MS development. Hence, our results supplement studies of regarding the early prediction of CIS conversion to definite MS.
CONCLUSION
The clinical diagnostic exploratory process of both CIS and MS has recently been exceedingly subsidized by MRI criteria. Applying the current revised McDonald criteria for MS based on conventional MRI (Polman et al. 2010 ), more simplified criteria were proposed before for patients with CIS than before (Swanton et al. 2007 ). Noteworthy, the definition of patients at risk for developing definite MS when presenting with isolated symptoms remains a relevant clinical challenge not reflected by current diagnostic criteria. Quantitative MRI techniques that are more specific against MS histopathology reveal earliest disease related tissue changes not detectable by conventional MRI.
However, their impact on the diagnostic accuracy yet has to be addressed irrespectively.
In this regard this is the first report of a CIS patient cohort that was followed up since onset by means of a myelin imaging technique. The whole-brain 3D spatially resolved acquisition and standard brain space group comparison facilitated accurate regional exploration of MS specific myelin changes. This approach may provide future prospects of advanced quantitative MRI diagnostics of MS development. Such objective quantitative evidence of disease activity has recently been incorporated into the novel concept of no evidence of disease activity (NEDA) in form of new lesions, lesion volume change over time and brain volume loss (Stangel et al. 2015) .
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Future studies are needed to investigate in vivo myelin deficiency in established and progressive MS to comprehend its dynamic and variation. With regard to CIS the correlation between spatial distributions of individual lesion myelin loss, clinical disability and disease conversion risk accordingly will give specific insights into early MS myelination dynamics and its impact on brain functional deficiency. Clinical studies in contrast may eventually use myelin imaging in CIS to determine if appropriate treatment may slow down the chance of MS conversion.
